ReTool: Interactive Microtask and Workflow Design through Demonstration
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ABSTRACT
In addition to simple form filling, there is an increasing need for crowdsourcing workers to perform freeform interactions directly on content in microtask crowdsourcing (e.g. proofreading articles or specifying object boundary in an image). Such microtasks are often organized within well-designed workflows to optimize task quality and workload distribution. However, designing and implementing the interface and workflow for such microtasks is challenging because it typically requires programming knowledge and tedious manual effort. We present ReTool, a web-based tool for requesters to design and publish interactive microtasks and workflows by demonstrating the microtasks for text and image content. We evaluated ReTool against a task-design tool from a popular crowdsourcing platform and showed the advantages of ReTool over the existing approach.
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INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [1] and CrowdFlower (CF) [9], microtask crowdsourcing has emerged as a popular research topic in HCI. In the microtask crowdsourcing process, a problem is divided into a set of small tasks (microtasks) which can be completed independently by workers in a short period of time for monetary rewards. For each microtask, the requester often needs to provide a piece of content as input (e.g. an audio file) and asks the worker to process the content to generate the output (e.g. text transcript of the audio file). Sometimes, the output of one microtask serves as the input for another microtask. Such an interdependent arrangement of microtasks is called the workflow, which is often used to break down a complex task into multiple steps to improve the overall quality of the results, or to optimize the workload distribution among workers.

Many microtasks (e.g. image tagging, media transcription, etc.) only require workers to answer questions regarding the content by filling out simple forms (e.g. text field, checkbox, radio buttons) without directly interacting with the content. Such form-based microtasks are relatively straightforward to design and deploy: both AMT and CF platforms provide tools to help requesters construct such forms from scratch or modify them from existing templates.

However, not all microtasks can be completed using form filling alone; recently, there has been an increasing number of microtasks that require freeform interactions on the content (e.g. performing a set of text selection and modification interactions to proofread an article [5]; dragging content to form clusters [3]; drawing bounding boxes over specific objects in an image [21, 12, 20]; or marking specific time points on a video clip [17, 13]).

In contrast to form-based microtasks, the interface and interactions design of interactive microtasks is content dependent (e.g. text content requires a different interface and set of interactions from an image or a video), and is more complex to implement. Existing microtask platforms such as AMT and CF do not provide direct support for the design of interactive microtasks. Researcher-developed tools such as CrowdWeaver [14], CrowdForge [15] and Turkomatic [16] can support the design of workflows; but they also lack support for designing interactive microtasks. The only alternative is to use programming-based approaches, such as Turkit [19] and AMT SDKs [2]; however, the need of programming skills sets a significant threshold for many requesters.

To lower the barrier of entry for designing and deploying interactive microtasks with workflows, we developed ReTool, a web-based tool that simplifies the design and deploy of interactive microtasks with workflows by applying the “Programming by Demonstration” (PbD) concept [11]. The original PbD defines a mechanism whereby the user writes a program by giving an example of what the program should do. In our context, the PbD refers to the mechanism by which the requester designs interactive microtasks with workflows by giving an example of how the tasks can be completed. Working with ReTool, the requester first uploads a piece of sample content. Depending on the content type, a content specific workspace is created. The requester then performs a sequence of interactions (e.g. tapping-and-dragging, clicking) on that sample content within the workspace. The performed inter-
actions are recorded and analyzed to generate the interactive microtasks with workflows. As a proof of concept, ReTool first provides support to design text and image based interactive microtasks with workflows, but the approach can easily be extended to other types of content such as audio and video.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. A new crowdsourcing microtask design approach which adopts the concept of “Programming by Demonstration”.
2. A functional prototype of the proposed approach, where “Programming by Demonstration” can happen.
3. An empirical experiment that demonstrates the capability and usability of the proposed approach in creating interactive microtasks with workflows.

**USAGE SCENARIO**

John photographs his family’s meals as a way to log their life. He has a great deal of dietary imagery and now he wants to know whether his family members are eating healthily. Since the workload of identifying each food item in each image is quite high, John decides to seek help from crowdsourcing. He wants the crowd to describe each individual food item in an image instead of describing the image as a whole. Thus he requires workers to firstly crop out each food item in an image and then describe the cropped item.

John creates a new project, and follows ReTool’s instructions to upload a sample of content (a dietary image) to the project. ReTool generates an image specific workspace for John’s project as shown at the top of Figure 1(a). The interface of the workspace has two main components. The left side is an option panel with “Draw Options” to customize the annotations drawn on images (such as annotation shape, stroke size and color), “Add Questions” to add common form elements (such as multiple choice and text field) to support the design of form-based microtasks, and “Delete” to delete the content. The right side is the content panel containing the uploaded image, where John can demonstrate microtasks.

To demonstrate the microtasks for his project, John firstly selects a region covering a food item on the image as step 1 in Figure 1. Upon the release of the mouse button, ReTool brings up a popup menu to ask John whether he wants to crop the image or to draw a rectangle as step 2 in Figure 1. John chooses the “Crop” option, and sees a new panel generated containing the selected area of the image. He selects the “Add Text Field” from the bottom option set to add a text input field for the new panel, which will be placed under the cropped image as step 3 in Figure 1.

Once he clicks “Next”, ReTool processes John’s interactions and generates a preview of the interface of two microtasks as shown in Figure 1(b). One microtasks asks workers to select an area to be cropped from the image, and the other asks workers to input a description of the cropped area. On the preview interface, John can define the number of workers associated with each microtask, add verification tasks, set the instruction for each microtask and modify the question for the input field as steps 4, 5 and 6 in Figure 1. Based on his input as shown in Figure 1(b), ReTool generates two independent microtasks for each image: two workers are going to input descriptions for each of the four cropping results of the original image. After John is satisfied with the microtask and workflow, he proceeds to the next step and ReTool directs him to upload all the dietary images to the project. Finally, a URL is generated for John to deploy the task online.

As illustrated in this scenario, requesters can perform the following operations in the task demonstration workspace. (1) **Perform interactions.** A requester demonstrates the interaction (e.g. clicking, selection, or highlighting) on the content panel. (2) **Disambiguate intention.** As the same interaction may have different intentions, (e.g. selecting a region of an image could mean to either crop or annotate), a popup menu...
Editing (modification), selection (extraction)
Selection (annotation, cropping)
with the possible intentions will appear after an interaction to seek clarification. (3) **Set properties.** Sometimes the requester may have a specific requirement on the appearance or format for the annotation added to the content. To satisfy this need, a set of “Draw Options” is provided to allow adjustments. (4) **Add form-based elements.** ReTool also provides support for designing form-based microtasks, where the requester can simply insert form elements from the option list. The interactions and form elements ReTool currently supports are shown in Table 1.

### RETOOL IMPLEMENTATION

ReTool is developed to work as a crowdsourcing platform including: (1) creating crowdsourcing projects; (2) designing microtasks and workflows; (3) previewing and adding verification tasks; and (4) publishing tasks. The first step is straightforward, so we will focus on describing the implementation of steps 2, 3 and 4 below.

### Microtask and Workflow Generation

We identified the four basic types of crowdsourcing workflows as shown in Figure 2: (1) **Parallel** - multiple workers work on microtask A [6, 22, 10, 17]; (2) **Sequential** - microtask B depends on results of microtask A [5, 13, 12, 8]; (3) **Conditional** - if a condition is true do microtask A, otherwise do microtask B [7]; (4) **Looping** - do microtask A until a condition is true [4]. The four workflows can be nested to form complex workflows (e.g. [21] uses nested conditional and looping workflow; [20] and [3] use nested sequential and looping workflow). Parallel workflow is the simplest type since the tasks involved have no dependency on one another. Sequential workflow is described below. Conditional and looping workflows are described in the next subsection.

Supporting workflow design involves a key challenge of how to conceal the complexity of workflow design from requesters, as we want them to focus on demonstrating tasks instead of thinking about workflow design. This means ReTool needs to be able to appropriately translate user interactions into one or more microtasks with their workflows. While generating sequential workflow, ReTool makes two observations: (1) whether an interaction generates a new piece of content and (2) whether the requester performs a subsequent interaction on the newly generated content. If both occur, a sequential workflow is designed. For example, a cropping interaction on an image or an extraction from a piece of text will result in a new image/text segment. Performing interactions on the new image/text segment or adding some forms to the new segment will result in a new microtask which depends on the previous cropping or extraction microtask. Thus, sequential workflow is generated and the newly generated microtask will be regarded as a descendant of the previous one.

To generate the final workflow, ReTool also deals with two more conditions: (1) If the requester erroneously performs an interaction which generates a new piece of content, s/he can delete the new content by clicking the “Delete” button in the option panel. With this operation, all other descendant content will also be deleted, and the workflows related to the deleted content will not be generated. (2) The requester may repeatedly perform the same interaction and intention on a piece of content (e.g. annotating or cropping multiple regions). In this case, such interactions will be merged and generate only one microtask for multiple workers to work on.

### Previewing Microtask Interface & Workflow

In this step, the requester can preview the interface and workflow of microtasks generated in the second step, and edit the instructions for the microtasks and other properties (e.g. worker number). The requester can also add verification tasks and add an advanced workflow at this step.

### Verification Task Generation

Verification tasks can be inserted after a normal microtask to verify its results. A verification task selects the best result or checks the correctness of a result but will not change the result’s content, thus will not break the original workflow. ReTool currently supports five basic types of verification tasks: radio button choice, checkbox, rating, ranking, and the true/false question.

### Conditional and Looping Workflows Generation

True/false verification can also be used to create advanced workflows: conditional and looping workflows. The true/false question can be regarded as a condition controller. In configuring a true/false verification task, the requester can decide whether s/he wants an ancestral microtask of the verification task to be re-performed if the “false” condition is chosen. For example, in the usage scenario described previously, John can add a true/false question to verify whether the cropped part is a valid object and add another true/false question to verify the tags; then choose to recreate the cropping or tagging microtasks respectively if the verified result is false.

### Publishing Microtasks

After previewing, the requester can upload the collection of content to be crowdsourced. Some microtasks are created immediately; others will be created after their parent tasks are
completed by one or more workers. All uncompleted microtasks of the same project are maintained in a FIFO (first in, first out) queue and a common URL will be generated to access the queue. A worker will be assigned with an available microtask through the URL from crowdsourcing marketplaces or social network platforms. The results of the worker will be recorded in ReTool. By now, ReTool can support the entire process from designing, publishing, to gathering results.

**EVALUATION**

ReTool is designed to lower the entry barrier for requesters to design and deploy interactive microtasks with workflows. We are interested to know: (1) Can requesters without programming knowledge use ReTool to complete interactive microtasks with workflows design? (2) Does ReTool make the job easier for requesters with programming knowledge? With these goals in mind, we conducted a user study to find out how potential requesters with varying programming skills use ReTool to design a number of different interactive microtasks with workflows. To get a sense of how it compares with existing approaches, we also included a lower bound baseline, Amazon Mechanical Turk, as an alternative approach in the study.

**Participants.** 14 participants (7 females, 7 males) ranging from 21 to 25 years old (M=23.3, SD=1.35) were recruited from the university community. 6 participants were from engineering or arts & social science and self-reported as having little or very basic programming knowledge. The other 8 were either 3rd or 4th year computer science students and self-reported as knowledgeable programmers. In the pre-questionnaire, 6 participants (all from the knowledgeable programmers) reported that they were somewhat familiar with crowdsourcing (i.e. they knew the concept of crowdsourcing, but had not tried to publish a task). The other 8 reported they knew only the name or had never heard about it before.

**Procedure and Tasks.** We began by giving the participants a 20-minute explanation of what crowdsourcing is and what crowdsourcing microtasks and workflows look like, and answered their questions. In this way we attempted to give all participants a rudimentary knowledge of crowdsourcing and task design. In the next 20 minutes, we used two crowdsourcing tasks to teach the participants how to design tasks, workflows and verification tasks using ReTool; how to use templates to design tasks; how to write HTML/JS code to customize the tasks; and how to design multiple independent tasks to support workflows using AMT online task design tool.

After a 10-minute break, the participants were asked to use both ReTool and AMT to design microtasks and workflows for three crowdsourcing tasks: (I) basic image tagging (workers give three tags to describe each image); (II) text proofreading (workers proofread text content following the Find-Fix-Verify protocol described in [5]), and (III) image object annotation (workers detect a particular object in each image by drawing tight bounding boxes around every instance of the object, following the Drawing-Quality verification-Coverage verification protocol described in [21]). The three tasks were selected for their varying complexities as shown in Figure 3: task I was an independent form-based microtask; task II included two text based interactive microtasks and a verification task using sequential workflow; task III included one image based interactive microtask and two verification tasks using a nested conditional and looping workflow. In combination, these tasks covered two input styles (form-based and interactive), two content types (text and image), and all four types of basic workflows (used in isolation or in combination). To avoid order effects, the order of approaches (ReTool vs. AMT) was counter balanced.

We used two criteria to decide whether the participants had succeeded in a task: (1) the design was finished within time constraints; (2) the microtasks accessed by the URL were as described. For example, a participant succeeded in task II only if s/he designed the three microtasks and workflow as shown in Figure 3 within the given amount of time (10 minutes).

**Results.** For the AMT condition, 13/14 participants succeeded in task I, taking 6.2 minutes on average. However, no participant (even those who were proficient programmers) finished either task II or III within the time constraint.

For the ReTool condition, the same number of participants (13/14) succeeded in task I, taking 4.6 minutes on average. In addition, 9/14 participants succeeded in task II, taking 7.5 minutes on average; and 10/14 participants succeeded in task III, taking 5.7 minutes on average. Among the 9 and 10 participants who finished task II and task III, we were encouraged to find that 4/9 for task II and 2/10 for task III were non-programmers. This showed that 67% (4/6) and 33% (2/6) of non-programmers could succeed in tasks II and III. The lower number for success in task III may be due to higher difficulty for non-programmers to understand looping workflow than sequential workflow. We also found that 75% (6/8) and 50% (4/8) of participants who originally knew little about crowdsourcing and task design could succeed in tasks II and III. The results show that ReTool is able to help non-programmers and new crowdsourcers to design complex microtasks and workflows in a fairly short time.
task III, all 4 completed the task within the time constraint, but 2 forgot to add the third verification task, and the other 2 erroneously selected the ancestral microtask to be reperformed in the third yes/no verification task.

At the end of the experiment, the participants completed a post-questionnaire adapted from the Computer System Usability Questionnaire [18], with 12 closed-ended questions using a 7-level Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree). The scores for ReTool ranged from 4.2 to 5.8 (M=5.14), which is significantly higher (p<.05) than scores for AMT, from 1.9 to 3.1 (M=2.34). Participants reported for ReTool that “it is easy to design verification tasks” (5.8), “it is easy to split tasks” (5.64) and “it is easy to use” (5.64). P5 wrote “(ReTool is) very intuitive and easy to use, (it) gives users a smooth process of setting up a project”. However, as a proof of concept, ReTool certainly does not provide all the functionalities and can still be improved in its intuitiveness. This is reflected in the lower scores for questions regarding “it does everything I expect it to do” (4.43) and “I can use it without written instructions” (4.2). P1 mentioned that “more interactions can be added”.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Combining the quantitative and qualitative results, we conclude that by leveraging PbD, ReTool can successfully lower the barriers for requesters to design interactive microtasks with workflows. Further, ReTool allows programmers to design interactive microtasks with workflows in a much shorter time than when using alternative systems, and ReTool enables non-programmers to design interactive microtasks with workflows that they would not be able to design otherwise due to lack of programming skills.

The PbD approach is well suited for designing tasks which require collecting information through interactions and manipulating content. However, the PbD approach would fail if a required interaction of the task is unsupported (e.g. take a photo using smartphone), or if involving computational tasks that are hard to interactively demonstrate. The latter is possible if a requester wants to design tasks that involve both human and machine intelligence, where the computational aspect of that task may not be designable through human demonstration.

As a proof-of-concept prototype, ReTool also has limitations and can be extended as future work. For example, (1) supporting interactive microtasks that involve video and audio content; (2) incorporating qualification tasks before accepting a worker; (3) interacting with multiple pieces of content in one microtask (e.g. when a microtask has multiple images, or mixed images and text); (4) supporting clustering interactions as in crowd synthesis [3]. Most of these features can be supported with additional engineering work.

In conclusion, ReTool has shown how “Programming by Demonstration” can be implemented and used to design interactive microtasks with workflows, and that it is possible to design relatively complex crowdsourcing tasks and workflows without programming skills. We hope the work can lead to more intuitive tools for task design so that more people can enjoy the power and convenience of crowdsourcing in the future.
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